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Abstract

This paper uses a cultural event in the global fashion ecosystem that has been largely ignored, the fash-
ion week, as an entry point to elaborate on the explicit cultural characteristics of Shanghai Fashion
Week (SHFW) alongside the significant rise and construction of the Chinese design and fashion cul-
tural system in the past five years. Under the structural interconnectedness between art and capitalism
in the global fashion industry, together with the drive of the socialist ideology of the public owner-
ship of the means of production in China, SHFW is now showing discrete cultural characteristics,
absorbing as much knowledge as it can from the legitimate fashion week system and incorporating
this in the domestic industry context. This paper also argues that SHFW has built up an interactive
and dynamic infrastructure or ecosystem within the domestic fashion culture, enhancing its socialist
characteristics with the intertwining of a core professional fashion week and amass carnival event. Its
deep engagement with both the general public and professional insiders is a unique cultural charac-
teristic that distinguishes it from Paris FashionWeek and London FashionWeek.
Keywords: FashionCulture; FashionWeek; Social Fashion; Socialist Ideology;Global FashionEcosys-
tem.
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Introduction

The topic of fashion weeks has long been neglected in the fashion ecosystem, as well as in fashion re-
search and studies. The last specific study that discussed fashion weeks was on London FashionWeek’s
“materializations” and engagement with fashion cultural productions, conducted by Entwistle and Ro-
camora.1 However, recent decades have seen significant changes in the systems and statuses of global
fashion weeks, especially using the rapid growth and development of China’s fashion week, Shanghai
FashionWeek, as a paradigm. As the global economic power in fashion is shifting from the West to the
East,more commercial and cultural collaborations between theUKandChina in fashion have been seen
in the past two years. This includes the British Fashion Council’s acceptance of the Chinese enterprise
VIP.com as its new sponsor, as well as new projects that have been established to encourage Chinese
designers to participate in London FashionWeek as a ‘new wave’ of fashion power.2 Large numbers of
young Chinese designers are educated in the UK and are starting up their autonomous brands in the
UK. According to the first published report on the ecosystem of independent Chinese designers, Liu3
states that approximately 48%ofChinese designers have international educationbackgrounds,with 17%
graduating from Central Saint Martins, which is the highest proportion of the design colleges.

The legitimate “Big Four” fashion weeks, Paris Fashion Week (hereafter referred as PFW), New York
Fashion Week (hereafter referred as NYFW), Milan Fashion Week (hereafter referred as MLFW), and
London Fashion Week (hereafter referred as LFW), have gained global recognition as the central focus
of the fashion industry. They have become highly influential in “rendering and reproducing” the struc-
ture of the fashion field4 In the meantime, these fashion weeks have acquired a more mature operating
system and developed cultural characteristics embedded with each fashion city due to their hierarchical
status and considerable cultural heritage in fashion. As international fashion weeks have been the most
renowned and central platform for brands and designers in publishing their new season’s collections,
its intimate links to the general fashion ecosystem should not be ignored. Not only because it is the
core stage for emerging high-end or premium designer brands to build their brand identities and global
images to boost their international sales, the fashion week has also become one of the most crucial tools
in driving the host city in becoming a world-recognised fashion city.5

Since 2001,6 Shanghai Fashion Week (hereafter referred to as SHFW) has been developing at an un-
precedented speed and has rising global recognition. One of the cultural characteristics which is being
noticed by European fashion commentators is its gathering of emerging Chinese designers who, despite
having studied in European fashion systems, are returning to the runways of their domestic country.7
Accompanied by the domestic institution Labelhood as one of the official organisers of SHFW, these
international-based Chinese designers, with their innovative shows displayed through this institution,
are breaking the old forms of fashion show whilst exhibiting the possibilities of high-profile fashion’s
wider social engagement with the mass audience. The trend of combiningWestern and Eastern fashion
in the fashion system and culture is inevitable and will be a new topic in the fashion field that deserves
more academic attention and discussion.

1. Joanne Entwistle and Agnès Rocamora, “The field of fashion materialized: a study of London Fashion Week,” Sociology,
vol. 40, n. 4 (2006), 735–51.

2. See Tamsin Smith, Exclusive interview: Caroline Rush on China and the future of fashion week. https://jingdaily.com/
caroline-rush/ (2018); Enrica Miller, “The Chinese New Wave changing the perception of Made in China” (2018),
https://www.collater.al/en/chinese-new-wave-made-in-china/.

3. Jun Liu,“《华丽志》发布首份”中国独立设计师品牌生态报告” [“Huali chi published the first Report of Chinese independent
designer brands’ ecosystem”] (2017), http://luxe.co/post/57927.

4. See Joanne Entwistle and Agnès Rocamora, “The field of fashion materialized,” 741.

5. Allen J. Scott, “Cultural economy and the creative field of the city,” Geografiska Annaler: Series B, Human Geography,
vol. 92, n. 2 (2010): 115–30.

6. Cf. Miller, “TheChineseNewWave changing the perception ofMade inChina;” TimLindgren, Fashion in Shanghai: The
Designers ofNewEconomy of Style, PhD thesis in International Business, A.R.CCentre of Excellence forCreative Industries
and Innovation Queensland University of Technology, 2013.

7. Cf. Miller, “The Chinese NewWave changing the perception of Made in China.”
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This empirical study shines a light on SHFW, China’s high-profile fashion week that has received ex-
tensive global attention and has developed rapidly in recent years. As an international fashion week
nurtured within a socialist country where the political and social ideologies are different from the “Big
Four”8 fashion weeks, including LFW, that have been nurtured inWestern countries, SHFW, although
starting by systematically imitating the West, has gained its own cultural characteristics after 15 years
of development. One of the most noticeable characteristics that is emphasised in this paper is SHFW’s
challenging of the long-existing elitism and exclusivity of the legitimate European “Big Four” fashion
weeks as an emerging fashion week that has originated within a socialist country.

More specifically, this paper investigates SHFW in terms of its organisational ideologies, institutional
structures, commercial systems and cultural characteristics to identify howWestern and Eastern culture
have been combined in themicrocosmofChinese fashion culture created by SHFWIt also explores how
the governmental organisers and institutions have strategically eliminated its original elitism and turned
this hierarchical fashion event into a socially engaging carnival event withmass appeal that could benefit
the public, to the greatest extent, both commercially and culturally, by allowing the mass audience to
access all events that used to be exclusive to insiders, as well as establishing creative events for the public
to engagewith SHFW.Theway and the extent that the event is nurtured by and interactswith the global
fashion ecosystem are also analysed to discover a better way to fuse Western and Eastern culture.

Literature and Context Review

With regard to the prior research on the legitimate fashion weeks, a limited number of studies can be
found due to the difficulties of accessing the data. The professional fashion industry is difficult for
outsiders to access, even for fashion researchers. A number of scholars’ research experiences have proved
that it is difficult to gain access to and be a participant in the industry; inmost instances, the observation
has to be overt.9 European cultural critics, such as Entwistle and Rocamora10 who studied London
FashionWeek in 2006 by applying Bourdieu’s field theory,11 have provided a theoretical framework for
the subsequent research on fashion weeks by investigating the research topic of cultural productions
within a certain field. In fact, most of the existing research covering China’s fashion weeks12 has been
undertaken on the basis of Entwistle and Rocamora’s research. However, this paper discussing SHFW
does not take Entwistle and Rocamora’s study13 as a theoretical framework as other studies have done
because this paper focuses onone of the cultural characteristics of SHFW,which is its increasingly strong
social engagement with the public from April 2017 to September 2018.

In order to gain a comprehensive understanding of the formation of SHFWand it having strong engage-
ment with the public, it is necessary to investigate its unique features and establishment. Historians14
have provided sufficient insight into the emergence of the Chinese fashion culture and fashion system,
demonstrating that benefiting the public is a long-existing tradition inChina’s large-scale fashion events
that are operated by the government, with fashion weeks being an example of this. These prior studies

8. This refers to Paris FashionWeek, New York FashionWeek, Milan FashionWeek and London FashionWeek.

9. Cf. Entwistle and Rocamora, “The field of fashion materialized;” Joanne Entwistle and Agnès Rocamora, “Between art
and commerce: London FashionWeek as trade fair and fashion spectacle,” inNegotiating Values in the Creative Industries:
Fairs, Festivals and Competitive Events (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 249–69; Weiping Wu, “Cultural
strategies in Shanghai: Regenerating cosmopolitanism in an era of globalization,” Progress in Planning, vol. 61, n. 3 (2004):
159–80; Christine Tsui, China fashion: Conversations with designers (Oxford: Berg Publishers, 2009).

10. Cf. Entwistle and Rocamora, “The field of fashion materialized.” Cf. Entwistle and Rocamora, “Between art and com-
merce.”

11. Pierre Bourdieu and Johnson Randal, The field of cultural production: Essays on art and literature (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1993).

12. Cf. JianhuaZhao,TheChinese fashion industry: An ethnographic approach (London: A&CBlack, 2013); Lindgren, Fashion
in Shanghai: The Designers of New Economy of Style.

13. Cf. Entwistle and Rocamora, “The field of fashion materialized.”

14. Cf. Wu, “Cultural strategies in Shanghai,” 159–80; Lindgren, Fashion in Shanghai: TheDesigners of New Economy of Style;
Zhao, The Chinese fashion industry: an ethnographic approach.
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have all looked at China’s first fashion week, China Fashion Week (hereafter referred to as CFW), as
a case study, revealing that its close links to officialdom and unusual degree of politicisation are rela-
tively unique cultural characteristics that distinguish the fashion cultural phenomenon in China from
legitimate European ones.

Although SHFWwas first established by a government-directed industry institution, the Shanghai Fash-
ion Design Associate took over and transformed it to more closely resemble the legitimate “Big Four”
fashion weeks than CFW. Viewed historically, SHFW was first officially established in 2003 and origi-
nated from the Shanghai International (Clothing) Festival, which emerged in 1997.15 Shanghai, as the
most important fashion city since the fashion modernisation of China, exhibited similar characteristics
when launching its first fashion week. As Bian16 has mentioned, “…SHFW was, at first, an action of
government; it was held by the government as a comprehensive (all-round) culture festival…”. The 3rd
Plenary Session of the 11th Central Committee marked the official end of the Cultural Revolution in
1978 and the gradual resuming of regular cultural activities. From the 1980s onwards, the event has
been seen as the renaissance of Haipai culture as it has regained its vitality and become more mature.

A number of Chinese fashion industry professionals have discussed SHFW and its issues in the early
stages of its development. Shao and Zhang17 discuss the core purpose of establishing SHFW and the
lack of a professional buying system in China, which has inevitably led to weaknesses in the operational
system of SHFW. Yang18 categorises the brands that participate in SHFW into four classes, which are
the overseas brands, Chinese brands coming from external provinces, small designer brands, and tradi-
tionalmanufacturing brands that are seeking to upgrade their design capabilities. Hequestions the oper-
ational situation of SHFW, including its relationships with the domestic government and the increasing
number of industry institutions that could create potential communication issues, causing operational
problems for SHFW. Ling19 emphasises this issue, analysing the interrelationships between potential
business opportunities and promotional exposure at fashion weeks in China, pointing out the inner
immaturity in the Chinese fashion industrial chain compared to that in the European and American
fashion systems. However, she also comments on both the economic and cultural values of SHFW,
stating that SHFW is a cost-effective promotion vehicle for designer brands in China, comparing the
production cost of a show at SHFWwith that at New York FashionWeek (at over US $1,500,000) and
China FashionWeek in Beijing (at over 50,000RMB), which aremuch higher than the cost at SHFW.20

Few studies, however, have investigated SHFWin themost recent three to five years, which canbe seen as
a period in which SHFWhas been rapidly growing in terms of both its commercial scale and upgrading
its international recognition through the increasing fusion of the Western system with Eastern culture.
As a paradigm of an emerging international fashion week that is obtaining global recognition in China,
on the industry level, SHFWdeserves more investigation to update the global image of Chinese fashion
culture. On the academic level, it has been proven that fashion weeks are a microcosm of the domes-
tic fashion industry in terms of cultural production,21 as well as a medium for examining the fashion
system, from its design and production to dissemination, its cultural and political incorporation in the
host fashion city and its interaction with the industry as a whole.22 For these reasons, when investigat-

15. Xiangyang Bian, “Fashion culture, system in China, and history of SHFW,” Interview by ZheWang (April 18, 2017)

16. Cf. Bian, “Fashion culture, system in China, and history of SHFW.”

17. Longtu Shao, Yufan Zhang, “上海时装周，究竟缺了什么？ [Is there anything lacking in the Shanghai Fashion Week?],”
国际商业技术 International Business and Technology, n. 1 (2009): 40.

18. Du Yang, “上海时装周往何处去 [What’s the future of Shanghai FashionWeek?],”China Academic Journal Electornic Publish-
ing House, n. 4 (2009): 10–3.

19. Ziyan Ling, “上海时装周：与产业同行,让发展永驻 [Shanghai fashion week: Keep pace with industry and make development
permanent],” 2/2 (2012): 4–8.

20. See Ling, “上海时装周：与产业同行,让发展永驻 [Shanghai fashion week: Keep pace with industry and make development
permanent],” 5.

21. Cf. Entwistle and Rocamora, “The field of fashion materialized.”

22. Cf. Alexander Fury, Catwalking photographs by Chris Moore (London: Laurence King Publishing, 2017); Gill Stark, The
fashion show: History, theory and practice (London: Bloomsbury, 2018).
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ing the global fashion ecosystem, fashion weeks are an indispensable topic that deserves more academic
attention.

Methodologies and Methods

This research is a small part of my Ph.D. studies which discusses UK-educated, international-based Chi-
nese designers and their survival and interaction with today’s global fashion ecosystem. It is ethno-
graphic research conducted from 2016 to 2018, with Shanghai Fashion Week being one of the case
subjects, utilising participant observation and unstructured in-depth interviews as research methods.
It mainly looks at two consecutive fashion seasons in 2017, the Autumn/Winter 2017 season and the
Spring/Summer 2018 season.

For the ethnography, which is the coremethodology applied in this research, it is considered to be the im-
portant analysis of culture and society. According to Coleman and Simpson,23 ethnography is usually
“based on participant observation and resulting in a written account of a people, place or institution.”
As presented by Reeves et al.,24 the main purpose of ethnography is to “provide rich, holistic insights
into people’s views and actions, as well as the nature (that is, sights, sounds) of the location they inhabit,
through the collection of detailed observations and interviews.” As Hammersley and Atkinson25 also
state, “the task of ethnographers is to document the culture, the perspectives and practices, of the people
in these settings. The aim is to”get inside” theway each groupofpeople sees theworld.”Ethnographic re-
search shares these qualitative traits but ethnographers more specifically seek an understanding of what
the participants do to create the culture in which they live and how the culture develops over time. As
ethnography is “a descriptive account of the life of a group of people at a particular time and in a partic-
ular place,”26 a combination of methods should be used to provide a comprehensive picture of SHFW
due to its complexity of system and cultural phenomena, with this paper especially focusing on its so-
cial engagement as a cultural characteristic. Therefore, this research adopts diversified methods of data
collection, which mainly include observations and interviews. More specifically, the methods and tools
that are utilised to design and implement this research are participant and covert observation and formal
and informal interviews, which are elaborated on in the following sections.

Ethnographic Observations

Observation is a vital researchmethod in qualitative and ethnographic research.27As stated by Patrick28
deductive quantitative research tends to make the researcher an “objective observer who neither partic-
ipates in nor influences what is being studied,” while in inductive qualitative research, “the researcher
can learn themost by participating or being immersed in a research situation. Both contain observation
as a critical research method. According to Sheroz,29 observation in a field setting involves ’prolonged
engagement in a setting or social situation.” Li30 argues that ethnographic participant observation is the

23. See Simon Coleman and Bob Simpson,Discovering anthropology: A resource guide for teachers and students (Royal Anthro-
pological Institute: National Network for teaching and learning anthropology: University of Durham, 1998), 2.

24. See Scott Reeves et al., “Qualitative research methodologies: ethnography,” BMJ, n. 337 (2008): 1020.
25. See Martin Hammersley and Paul Atkinson, Ethnography: Principles in practice (London: Routledge, 2007), 120.
26. See Carol R. Ember et al., “Cross-cultural research,” inHandbook of methods in cultural anthropology (Lanham: AltaMira

Press, 1998), 648.

27. Cf. Natasha Mack et al., Qualitative research methods: A data collector’s field guide, North Carolina: Family Health
International, 2005; A.H. Patrick, “Methodology: Observation” (2013), http://www.public.asu.edu/~kroel/www500/
Observation.pdf (accessed: August 15, 2016); Muhammed Sheroz, “Observation in Qualitative Research” (2013), https:
//www.slideshare.net/sheroz_ramzan/observation-in-qualitative-research (accessed: July, 2016).

28. Cf. Patrick,Methodology: Observation.
29. Cf. Sheroz,Observation in qualitative research.
30. See Jun Li, “Ethical challenges in participant observation: A reflection on ethnographic fieldwork,”TheQualitative Report,

vol. 13, n. 1 (2008): 101.
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only effective method that can provide the researcher with the “real life” context in investigating peo-
ple’s behaviours, rather than “what they say what they do.” It gives researchers “detailed and authentic
data, which is usually inaccessible through other methods.”31 If ethnographic observation cannot be
used, the data would be much less convincing. In this project, ethnographic observation is a main im-
plement. During the ethnographic case study on SHFW, diversified types of observation were applied
and different combinations of the above types of observation shown in Table 1 were used according to
the specific situation.

Observations do not always rely on people’s willingness to provide information as the researcher can
sometimes directly see what people are doing without depending on the subjects’ participation, which
can often be very time-consuming and longitudinal, with observer bias and subjectivity being the main
disadvantages of this method. Furthermore, people usually perform differently when they know they
are being observed. In this research, a precise and well-designed observational rubric was used when
collecting data on SHFW’s social engagement with the public, which was revealed through investigat-
ing the MODE tradeshows, the innovative fashion shows and performances displayed by Labelhood,
the fashion events catering specifically to the public, and the ticket scalpers of the fashion shows for
each venue at SHFW, namely, XintianDi and 800Show operated by SFDA and the Bailian Centre oper-
ated by Labelhood. I participated in SHFW in the Autumn/Winter 2017 season in April 2017 and the
Spring/Summer 2019 season in September 2018 as a temporary fashion editor working for the newme-
dia department of aUKnewspaper,32 aChinesemainstreammedia platformbased in Europe. I adopted
this editor’s identity to enable me to gain thorough access to all of the events held during SHFWwhile
doing field research, although this proved to be unnecessary as most of these events could be accessed
by the public through various methods, which are further discussed in the analysis section.

To be specific, the observational rubric can be explained as follows:

• Except for applying for tickets as a fashion editor from the organiser of each show, are there any
methods for me as a member of the public to enter a runway which is normally exclusive to insid-
ers?

• What are the differences in the shows exhibited at each venue at SHFW? Could they reveal the
cliché hierarchical status that has long existed at European fashion weeks, such as the seat arrange-
ments discussed by Entwistle and Rocamora?33

• Are there any connections or ideological influences between SHFW’s social engagement and the
organisers’ ideologies when building up this fashion week? If there are any, do these connections
reveal the same politicism as CFW?

• What are the structural or institutional systems of SHFW? How do they assist and relate to its
social engagement?

• In which way, officially or unofficially, does SHFW achieve the goal of benefiting the public?

The observations at SHFW were undertaken using the aforementioned observational rubric. In addi-
tion to assistingmy field research at SHFW, this logically designed rubric also helpedme in staying objec-
tive. However, as a stand-alone method without complementary interviews, the understanding of the
observed actions was inevitably weakened, to an extent, as the subjects’ rationales for undertaking cer-
tain actions were not fully shared.34 Therefore, in this research, in order to thoroughly understand the
research data, there was a need to combine observations with interviews as the main research methods.

31. Cf. Li, “Ethical challenges in participant observation,” 103.

32. Agreed to keep the name confidential.

33. Cf. Entwistle and Rocamora, “The field of fashion materialized.”

34. Cf. Mack et al.,Qualitative research methods; Sheroz,Observation in qualitative research.
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Interviews

Asone of themost frequently used researchmethods in qualitative studies,35 interviewdata is important
but does notmake up themain body of the data in this study. Due to the complexity of the PhDproject,
which is based on a multi-cultural context, various types of applicable research methods need to be de-
signed under different cultural backgrounds. SHFW, as a main case study of a multi-sited project, has
been investigated in comparison with LFW and PFW in terms of production culture and system, com-
mercial and institutional system, and cultural characteristics. In this paper, the discussion of SHFW is
elaborated on through a systematic comparisonwithPFWwith regard to commercial structure andmer-
chandising mode. To investigate the drivers of organisational ideology and its connections with public
accessibility and strong social engagement, both semi-structured and unstructured in-depth interviews,
as well as unstructured and structured phenomenological short interviews, were applied in both formal
and informal ways during the case study and ethnographic research of SHFW.

The aim of incorporating interviews when studying SHFWwas to reveal information from behind the
scenes, such as the reason for SHFW’s strong engagementwith the public and its social benefits as one of
itsmain cultural characteristics compared toLFWandPFW.Toobtain this information, both unofficial
and formal interviews were conducted during the research. The unofficial interviews, including those
that were conducted during the field research, covered any participants that I came across during the
study, ranging from designers, professional audiences at shows and exhibitors at tradeshows to ticket
scalpers. The formal interviews, notmerely conducted for this paper but also for thewhole PhDproject,
revealed useful information for analysing SHFW and its social culture and ideologies. Some of the data
used in this paper was collected from the following in-depth and formal interviews conducted for the
PhD project, which are shown in Table 1 alongside the lengths and types of interviews. (Table 1)

Table 1: List of interviewees for the in-depth qualitative interviews

Name of
Interviewee Profession

Lenght of
Interview Type

Martyn Roberts Founder of Fashion Scout 1 hour Semi-structured;
phone call

XiangYang Bian Sitting Secretary-General of the
Chinese Fashion Association;
participant in building up Shanghai
FashionWeek

2.1 hours Semi-structured; face
to face

Data forming an empirical narrative for this paper was collected from authorities of London and Shang-
hai Fashion Week, as shown in the above table, Fashion Scout’s Founder Mr. Roberts for LFW and
Professor Bian for SHFW. The interrelationships between SHFW and LFW and the way that SHFW
has consumed and localisedWestern fashion culture are emphasised in the following analysis.

Analysis

An international fashionweek, in essence, is a commercial and a cultural event facilitating industry com-
munication that has become highly influential in “rendering and reproducing” the structure of the fash-
ion field.36 The legitimate European fashionweeks have established a relativelymature operating system
and cultural characteristics that are embedded within each fashion city due to their hierarchical status

35. Cf. Philip Burnard, “A method of analysing interview transcripts in qualitative research,”Nurse Education Today, vol. 11,
n. 6 (1991): 461–66; WendyHollway and Tony Jefferson,Doing qualitative research differently: Free association, narrative
and the interview method (Thousand Oaks: Sage, 2000); Svend Brinkmann and Steinar Kvale, InterViews: Learning the
craft of qualitative research interviewing (Thousand Oaks: Sage, 2014).

36. Cf. Entwistle and Rocamora, “The field of fashion materialized,” 745.
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and considerable cultural heritage in fashion after tens of years of development.37 The predecessor of
SHFW was the Shanghai International Fashion Festival organised by the General Office of the Shang-
hai Municipal People’s Government (SMPGGO). SHFW was initially regarded as part of “Shanghai’s
strategic goal of building up an international trade center.”38 The event was defined as “a large-scale
national economic, trade and cultural activity supported by the Ministry of Commerce and hosted by
the Shanghai Municipal People’s Government.”39 It was a project to improve the government image
funded by the SMPGGO.

Entwistle and Rocamora40 demonstrate that LFW is a microcosm of the local fashion industry that cre-
ates a temporal spatial social structurewithin the field of showproduction. Zhao41 has applied the study
on CFW and emphasises that CFW in Beijing is the materialisation of the Chinese field of fashion and
it is also a microcosm of the Chinese fashion industry. However, these views and analytical frameworks
are not all applicable to SHFW as it has gained both systematic complexity and a high degree of cultural
diversificationwithin the one fashionweek. Based on the historical “Haipai” culture in Shanghai and fol-
lowing the guidance of the operational systems of themodernWestern legitimate fashionweeks, SHFW
has gradually formed a multicultural identity that fuses hierarchical demonstration and democratised
interpretation in the show production and presentation field, as well as the commercial aspects of the
week, such as the showroom system at the same time in less than five years (from 2016 to 2019).

In this paper, SHFW’s strong socially engagement is emphasised from the following perspectives: Mass
audiences could gain access to all shows through activities held on social media platform or directly
purchase from the tickets’ scalpers. Commercial Structure is nurtured from Paris FashionWeek with a
multi-commercialised system. B2B and B2C, the twomerchandisingmodes are simultaneously existing
at SHFW’s showrooms. Increasing numbers of public events are held as one main body of the SHFW.
A correspondent event, Shanghai Fashion Weekend is held after the SHFW containing a wider variety
of activities, incorporating fashion exhibitions, performances, interactive activities and on-the-spot pur-
chase opportunities.

Accessibility to Mass Audiences

The recent season of LFW held in September 2019 announced its official openness to the public par-
tially through selling package tickets which included access to “catwalk shows, creative installations,
industry-led panel talks.”42 It was the first fashion week among the “Big Four” that was partially open
to the public. The public was given access to SHFW at least since 201743 through multiple methods,
varying from the official method of activities held on social media, such as the WeChat platform, to
the unofficial method of buying tickets from scalpers. In order to gain a comprehensive picture of the
mass accessibility of SHFW, it is necessary to understand the organisational structure and the venues

37. Cf. Diane Crane, “Globalization, organizational size, and innovation in the French luxury fashion industry: Production
of culture theory revisited.” Poetics, vol. 24, n. 6 (1997): 393–414; Christopher Breward, Fashioning London: Clothing and
the modern metropolis (London: Berg, 2004); Nigel Cawthorne et al.,Key moments in fashion: The evolution of style: From
haute couture to streetwear; key collections, major figures and crucial moments that changed the course of fashion history from
1890 to the 1990s (London: Hamlyn, 1998); Stella Bruzzi and Pamela ChurchGibson, Fashion Cultures Revisited: Theories,
Explorations and Analysis (London: Routledge, 2013); Bonnie English, A cultural history of fashion in the 20th and 21st
centuries: from catwalk to sidewalk (London: A&C Black, 2013); John Potvin, The places and spaces of fashion, 1800-2007
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of SHFW as the methods for obtaining tickets are slightly different for each venue. In general, the of-
ficial organiser of SHFW, the SFDA, runs two fixed venues, XintianDi and 800Show, which are both
relatively stable, while the venue for the other organiser, Labelhood, changes according to its business
partners, with the venue being the Bailian Centre from 2017 to 2018 (Fig 1).

Figure 1: Organisational structure and ready-made venues of SHFW, 2017 ©Wang, 2018

In essence, SHFW shares a similar institutional structure and functional system as LFW (Fig 2), with
the function of the SFDA being analogous to that of the British Fashion Council (hereafter referred
as BFC), while Labelhood plays the role of Fashion Scout, one of the main off-schedule organiser of
LFW aiming at incubating and promoting the new talents for the international fashion industry. As its
founder, Roberts44 notes:

You (the London as a fashion capital) need a diversity of platforms for showcasing, and you
need a diversity of voice (in design), of what people are doing in a Labelhood, it’s a model
very similar to fashion scout. I know Tasha (the founder of Labelhood) who set about (La-
belhood) and she had come (to London) and we’ve had a number of conversations about
Fashion Scout and Lalbelhood and they (Fashion Scout and Labelhood) have a similar sort
of (organising) model and same aim where it’s about supporting young talents and inde-
pendent designer brands rather than (supporting) kind of commercial brands… For us that
independence is very important because it means that we are the ones who have our own
destiny, we are the ones who choose (new talents for the global fashion industry).

In addition to the fashionweekend that is specifically aimed at mass audiences, SHFW itself is also open
to many groups among the broader public. Officially, two groups among the public are permitted en-
try to the fashion week: one is students majoring in fashion design or attending arts colleges, such as
Donghua University, while the other is those who have been awarded tickets after applying to activities
held by the organisers on the official WeChat platform. Labelhood, as one of the organisers of SHFW
that is devoted to importing new and small independent designer brands to the domestic market via
SHFW, often holds activities to give away tickets to shows. As a platform for SHFW, it aims to deliver
pioneering fashion art and to explore and promote youngChinese designers, fostering pioneering talent
for the international fashion culture. Itwas founded in 2016 and it provides a platform for international-
based Chinese emerging designers. Those who successfully gain tickets from the activities can attend
the shows and performances exhibited by Labelhood at its own venue located at the Bailian Centre.

Only the show tickets from Labelhood can be gained from the activities held on theWeChat platform.
To guarantee professionalismwhile benefiting the public who are curious and passionate about fashion

44. See Martyn Roberts, “Organisational ideologies on show productions at LFW,” Interview by ZheWang (May 15, 2017).
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Figure 2: Organisational and institutional structure of LFW, 2017, ©Wang, 2018

shows, the shows held in the Bailian Centre are usually divided into two sessions: one is exclusive and
only open to insiders and industry professionals, while the other is for the public.

Unofficially, and unique to SHFW, are unofficial groups of individuals who scalp tickets for all of the
catwalk shows, purchasing tickets from ticket holders who do not plan to attend the shows and selling
these at a higher price to themembers of thepublicwho are eager to gain access to SHFW.Ticket scalping
for SHFW can be seen as a Chinese characteristic. Ticket scalpers can be categorised as the relatives of
the authorities, large apparel companies and people in charge of the big fashion brands in China. As
explained by one of these scalpers,45 “whoever wants to establish an activity in China needs to ensure
good relations with the relevant authorities” (2017).

Although established as a cultural and communicational event to build up the cultural image of Shang-
hai and to promote Shanghai on the international cultural stage,46 SHFW has now become a mass en-
tertainment event that draws the attention of many fashion enthusiasts and amateurs alike, who can
access the fashion week through the unofficial method of purchasing tickets from scalpers. One of the
scalpers interviewed outside one of the catwalk show venues, XinTianDi, revealed that some scalpers
obtain tickets from “fashion editors and the relatives of government employees who receive the show
tickets but are too busy to attend themselves” (anonym, Fig 3). According to a scalper covering the re-
gion outside the XintianDi venue, ticket prices are greatly affected by the daily demand, ranging from
approximately 50 RMB to 300 RMB (£5 to £30), which is an acceptable price for most members of the
public in China, equivalent to the cost of a meal in a restaurant.

From a positive perspective, the ticket scalpers for SHFWunconsciously function as a medium facilitat-
ing mass audience familiarity with a professional industry event, thus deciphering the mysteries of the
fashion industry. In the European fashion systems, the democratising of fashion has originated from
the emergence of fashion bloggers, restructuring fashion systems and changing the hierarchies of fash-
ion from a general perspective. It was the bloggers attending and live-streaming catwalk shows from
around the year 2000 that marked the beginning of the de-mystification of the fashion industry. For
SHFW, these ticket scalpers, although disrupting the order of fashion shows, help the public to enter
otherwise exclusive professional fashion shows, unconsciously reconfiguring the social structure within
the temporal field of fashion created in the show venues like XinTianDi. If the tickets being sold by
ticket scalpers come from those whowere invited to the shows, including those whowere asked to sit in
the front rowbut do notwant to attend the events, then the conventional social hierarchy and status cre-

45. Names agreed to be kept confidential.

46. Cf. Wen, “谁在替上海张罗那个时装周？ [Who is preparing and organising Shanghai FashionWeek for the Shanghai City?].”

47. Identities of people appearing in this image are agreed to be kept confidential
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Figure 3: A member of the public asking two scalpers (middle and right) about the fashion shows’ tickets outside
the XinTianDi, ©Wang, 201747

ated by fashion shows seem to be entirely subverted at SHFW. From a positive perspective, the existence
of scalpers, to some extent, broadens the number of mass consumers at fashion events, thus enhancing
the interactions between brands and consumers and narrowing the distance between them both physi-
cally and emotionally. As one ordinary attendee who had bought a ticket from a scalper argued: “It is
too difficult to get hold of tickets officially. Scalpers are great helpers for people like us. They make my
wish of watching a fashion show come true.”

This phenomenon was not prohibited because no official regulations exist that forbid it and no one
attempts to prevent such a trading of catwalk show tickets. Not even the official organisers have in-
troduced any effective and appropriate measures to deal with this issue. In fact, some organisers even
see this as a positive chance to strengthen the interactions between the industry and the public. From
a positive perspective, the organiser, Lv48 has described being inspired by these ticket scalpers; due to
the significant participation of the public, the organisers found that the public were enthusiastic about
SHFW and established Shanghai FashionWeekend one week after SHFW to cater to the public’s needs,
thereby promoting SHFW as a form of immersive carnival entertainment.49

In addition to the official and unofficial methods available for the public to gain show tickets to events
on the official calendar, the public can gain access to SHFWby purchasing iterms from the tradeshows,
such asMODEShanghai. The following section investigates the commercial structure of SHFW,which
is similar to PFW, and its unique merchandising system that has both B2B and B2C functions.

A Developing Multi‐commercialised Merchandising System

For SHFW, as mentioned above, the macrostructure, including the institutional and the commercial
structure, is deeply influenced by the imperialism of European fashion week systems. As afore men-

48. Cf. Wen, “谁在替上海张罗那个时装周？[Who is preparing and organising Shanghai FashionWeek for the Shanghai City?].”

49. Cf. Wen, “谁在替上海张罗那个时装周？[Who is preparing and organising Shanghai FashionWeek for the Shanghai City?].”
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tioned, its organisational structure and operating mode are similar to those for LFW as they were both
established to support emerging designers. Showingmass incorporation in terms of its flexiblemerchan-
dising mode, this section also emphasises the commercial structure of SHFW, which is similar to PFW
(Fig 4 and Fig 5). The showroom structure of SHFW consists of trade shows, multi-label showrooms
and designer showrooms. As Bian50 has stated:

…the fashion weeks that have emerged in China, whether in Beijing or Shanghai, all follow
an existing and mature international operational system. Learning from the Western orga-
nizational system of fashion weeks is important for us in obtaining a globally recognised
standard. A fashion week should be internationally accepted and recognised otherwise it is
meaningless. That’s why SHFW has so many similarities in terms of operational structure
to Paris and London, and this is quite normal.

Today’s SHFWhas broadened its commercial scalewith the rapid rise ofmultiplemarket-oriented show-
room systems. The official trade show during SHFW is organised by the SFDA and is called MODE-
Shanghai, which functions as a medium between suppliers, including independent designers, small
fashion brands and distributors, and consumers, namely, commercial buyers and individual mass con-
sumers. The multi-label showrooms are ShiTang, Ontime Show, Project Crossover, DFO, VDS, FDC,
Pure exhibition andPV exhibition (Fig 6, 7 and 8), which are all run by independent companies catering
for the various market segments in China’s fashion industry.

These independent showrooms have become an indispensable part at SHFW, nurturing China’s fash-
ion industry by introducing new participants and emerging designer brands to the market. At least
five designer showrooms are in operation in China and they all feature participants from different mar-
ket segments with businesses of different sizes and origins. For instance, the DFO andVDS showrooms
mentioned above are predominantly for theEuropeandesigner brands. ProjectCrossover hosts 24-hour
online showrooms coming fromLondon and ShiTangmainly integrates international showroomswith
emerging international and domestic designer brands. OntimeShow integrates more with manufactur-
ing segments with an industry and uniform style (Fig 8).

The general commercial structure of SHFW as a whole is presented in the following figure.

Figure 4: Macro-commercial and institutional structure of SHFW, ©Wang, 2018

50. Cf. Bian, “Fashion culture, system in China, and history of SHFW.”
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Figure 5: Macro-commercial and institutional structure of PFW, ©Wang, 2018

Figure 6: The trade showMODEShanghai for SHFW, ©Wang, 2017
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Figure 7: The multi-label designer showroom ShiTang, ©Wang, 2017

Figure 8: The apparel manufacturing showroomOntimeShow, ©SHFW’s official website, 2017
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Under this commercial system, its engagement with the public is mainly revealed through its multiple
merchandising modes in which the public can gain access to the tradeshow and purchase items indi-
vidually. More commercial flexibility in terms of merchandising modes with both wholesale and retail
modes available for distributors, designers, buyers and members of the public is found at SHFW com-
pared to PFW and LFW, which only cater to wholesale distribution. For PFW, it is not only the fashion
shows but also the showrooms that are exclusively for buyers and the press, which are typically profes-
sional B2B merchandising platforms, instead of B2C platforms. Trade shows at SHFW have B2B and
B2C functions simultaneously. Many products are in stock for individual consumers; the general pub-
lic can apply to enter the show and can browse and purchase from the majority of brands and get their
products immediately. This is not possible during European fashion weeks. The showrooms at SHFW
function as commercial shopping malls where customers can even bargain with the merchant (Fig 9).

Figure 9: Three members of the public as customers bargaining with a seller in the MODEShanghai trade show
while viewing the retail products in front of them ©Wang, 2017

The flexible merchandising modes of SHFW deepen its engagement with the public, enabling the
tradeshow to have the appearance of an ordinary shopping centre whilst facilitating wholesale trading.
The public can purchase the most up-to-date products and gain an understanding of the rapidly
growing brands in the fashion industry. From a positive perspective, the designers and participating
merchants can reach consumers in the target market directly through tradeshows, instead of merely
reaching professionals, obtaining data on both the industry and the public and directly researching the
domestic market. This system has apparent benefits for both the public and brands and the reason
for such characteristics is partially due to the unique historical processes of this system being formed
and the lack of professional buying and merchandising systems in the Chinese fashion industry.51
For instance, the operation mode of the main showroom, MODEShanghai, has changed from a
manufacturing trade fair to the showroom of today, aligning itself with the international showroom
system. As Bian52 has noted:

After around 2003 to 2004, when the International CostumeCulture Festival stopped, the
Shanghai Textile Holding Group set up MODEShanghai. It wasn’t a buyer’s shop at the
beginning as it wasmore like a traditional commercial trade fair for apparel manufacturing.
It has been only four or five years since it changed to having a buying mode catering for
international buyers to place orders. This definitely happened after 2015.

MODEShanghai established itself by absorbing the international fashion merchandising system to en-
able SHFWtofit into the globally recognised fashionweek system. One vital reason that today’sMODE-

51. Cf. Bian

52. Cf. Bian.
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Shanghai still has its retail system that exists parallel to the international buying system is that there are
few professional fashion buyers in China. The conventional commercial function of an international
showroom system, which facilitates global buyers to place orders, is not fully formed in SHFW’s show-
room system. It has been imported to the manufacturing and retailing system at SHFW. As Bian53 has
explained:

MODEShanghai’s appearancewas actually linkedwith the emergenceof thebuying system,
which was quite weird and had Chinese characteristics. The earliest Chinese buyer’s shop
didn’t have actual “buyers,” only some people who were interested in fashion. The owner
of the shop even included clothes from retail stores. But it is not a buyer’s shop if the clothes
inside are from the retail industry. From this aspect, this conceptmatches the idea of adding
new elements to this industry. However, it still does not entirely follow the international
system.

This situation, however, gives SHFW an opportunity to form its own cultural characteristics. Lind-
gren54 argues that Shanghai is building a “self-legitimization that has become central to the practice of
experienced Chinese fashion designers.” More importantly, Shanghai is forming its own cultural atmo-
sphere that reconstructs the legitimate Western fashion weeks’ mature organisational and commercial
systems through the Chinese domestic market and cultural ideologies, with the essence of SHFWbeing
a cultural event held by the government to build up international recognition of the city and benefit the
people. This is aligned with the core value of socialist countries like China, which is collectivism.

Collectivism is a cultural value “that is characterised by emphasis on cohesiveness among individuals
and prioritisation of the group over self.”55 With public ownership playing a dominant role in China,
emphasising the elimination of stratification and the sharing of products with the public56 (Barnett,
1967), the openness of SHFW is reasonable as the organisers have the responsibilities of upgrading the
global status of Shanghai as aworld fashion city, increasing thepublic’s interest in fashion and cultivating
aesthetical capabilities of domestic designers. As SHFWwas established as a government initiative rather
than driven by industry needs, it is embedded with more social functions for the benefit of the public
because the ideology of collectivism directs all government activities; all events should benefit the people
instead of catering for certain groups of insiders or elitists. As Bian57 has stated:

Shanghai Fashion Week, from the aspect of its organisational structure, is different from
the European fashion weeks. For example, the European fashion weeks are held by associa-
tions, while SHFW was started by the government. Actually, all fashion weeks seem to be
held by the government while in the back, they may rely on some industry organisations at
the same time. Shanghai is evenmore special than those in western countries. Its organiser,
Shanghai Textile Holding Group, sounds like a company but it is owned by the Chinese
government. On the one hand, they’ll consider their own development; on the other hand,
as a state-owned company, they have social responsibilities…it aims to increase the whole in-
dustry’s sensibility towards andquality of fashion, to cultivate our owndesigners, to benefit
Shanghai citizens and to promote the public’s awareness of fashion.

Thorough engagement with the public, which fundamentally breaks the social stratification of tradi-
tional Western fashion weeks, can be seen as a unique characteristic of SHFW. This does not mean that
its openness to the public is a sign of immaturity in the system. As Bian58 has stated from the point of
view of fashion authorities:

53. Cf. Bian.

54. Cf. Lindgren, Fashion in Shanghai, 234.
55. SeeHenryC.Triandis, “The self and social behavior in differing cultural contexts,”PsychologicalReview, vol. 96, n. 3 (1989):

506–20.

56. See A. Dock Barnett, Cadres bureaucracy and political power in Communist China (New York: New York Columbia Uni-
versity Press, 1967).

57. Cf. Bian, “Fashion culture, system in China, and history of SHFW.”

58. Cf. Bian.
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It is not fair to say that the engagement with the public means SHFW is immature. It have
its own style. It is difficult to judgewhich stage they’re in according to an international stan-
dard. Itmainly depends on their audience. It was true in the past and is still true now. What
we expected at that time was to encourage more people to accept the concept of the foreign
fashion system and the way that foreign designers, especially the mature ones, express their
cognition. Domestic Chinese designers were learning from others and understanding how
they could do better from an economic perspective; the cross-over of designers and enter-
prises in particular was an overall trend at that time in China. We want to discover how we
can fully utilise the value of the art of design, change it into a product and fulfil the goal.

In essence, this is aligned with the Chinese philosophy and political ideology. As Bian59 has also noted:

Eastern philosophy is totally different from Western philosophy. Western philosophy is
based on personal property. Here, all our property belongs to the country, the empire,
the world. We have a special concept of the ‘world,’ which means that Chinese philoso-
phy serves the public. This is totally different to the Western philosophy that serves the
individual. That’s why we talk about the social significance in everything. Sometimes, not
all things have social significance, and this needs to be stressed in all events held in China
because the core value of our government is to serve the public.

The public is served in SHFW through events ranging from tradeshows to catwalks, with the significant
rise of official public events held by the organisers from 2017 to 2018 demonstrating this ideology and
deepening the social interconnections of SHFW as a whole through the comprehensive participation of
the public.

Rise of Public Events and Deepening of Social Interactions

In SHFW, numerous public fashion events are organised and are open to the public with the express
purpose of cultivating the public’s taste in fashion and enhancing the interactions between insiders and
outsiders. For instance, for the 2017Autumn/Winter SHFW, the public events were the “International
KidsModel Contest;” the “GreenCode” event promoting sustainable fashion by providing events rang-
ing from forums and catwalks to pop-up stores; the “Mode Talks” fashion forum during the MODE-
Shanghai trade show, offering discussions with professional insiders on the current trending topics in
fashion; Shanghai FashionWeekend, as mentioned above; the “Parent-Offspring Fashion & Sports Per-
formance,” which included fashion activities for families; “Emerging Donghua” for exhibiting new tal-
ents who had graduated from Donghua University via a series of fashion shows; and “Fashion Lives,”
containing four themes of activities featuring the public, varying from shopping carnival activities to
afternoon tea activities (Fig 10).

In 2018, the number of professional events open to the public, such as “Kering’s Innovative Luxury
Lab” and “BOF China Summit,” increased from seven to 13 (Fig 11).

Under the traditional fashion week system, public fashion events are rarely seen as the fashion week is
a professional event that caters only for professional insiders. SHFW has broken this rule by offering a
variety of public events, triggering a transformation of the elitist fashion culture from advocating exclu-
sivity and featuring both clear hierarchies within and barriers towards the external public into a form of
mass entertainment. This is in accordance with themainstream socialist values in China that emphasise
the sharing of all resources among the public with the ultimate goal of eliminating social polarisation
and stratification.

Considering the fact that legitimate fashion institutions in Europe were founded on social stratification
and originated fromParisian aristocratic culture,60 the participation of all classes of the public in SHFW
has given rise to a set of unique cultural characteristics that are redefining the concepts of fashion and
the fashion week in China.

59. Cf. Bian.

60. Cf. Bian.
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Figure 10: 2017 Autumn/Winter events that were open to the Public during SHFW, ©official website of SHFW,
2017

Figure 11: 2018 Spring/Summer events that were open to the Public during SHFW, ©official website of SHFW,
2018
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We are now entering an era of postmodernism and the biggest feature of a postmodern
society is entertainment. The so-called “artistry” in fashion is reduced, or the “commodity”
is increased, becoming vulgar. Well, it doesn’t matter. Elegant art will merge with street
culture in modern society anyway. This is understandable. This is the inevitable result of
social stratification. The key is which consumer groupwe are focusing on andwhat idea we
are observing. This is rather important.61

Unlike for PFW, in which most events are prepared solely for professional insiders, in which the public
events are relatively small scale, SHFWoffers a new system in which insiders and the public can interact
with one other. This has given rise to amassive fashion cultural atmosphere that is open and that people
of all professions and social classes can join. The public can be involved and interact with this industry
event and no aspects are invisible ormysterious, or entirely closed off to the general public. For instance,
during SHFW, one can easily find signs on each main street in the city centre, informing the public of
where the main sites for SHFW are located (Fig 12 and 13). This is rarely seen during PFW as most
events exclude the public.

Figure 12: SHFW’s main venue, XintianDi, with large signs giving directions around the venue, ©Wang, 2017

This is because social significance is vital for a cultural event in China like SHFW. It is attempting to
create its own fashion system alongside the Chinese government’s systematic efforts to build up a global
fashion centre with socialist cultural characteristics that to underlined its social significances, as well as
to produce world-famous fashion designers and popular domestic fashion brands. The city has invested
heavily in reviving its reputation as a site of “fashionability” and has formed a “Haipai” culture, which
has been mentioned and discussed by scholars in recent years.62 With its “Haipai” culture being dis-
cussed in recent years, Shanghai is also seen as favouring innovative and creative designs that imitate

61. Cf. Bian.

62. Cf. Lindgren, Fashion in Shanghai, 73–89; Juanjuan Wu, Chinese fashion fromMao to Now (Thousand Oaks: Berg Pub-
lishers, 2009); Jieqiong Wang et al., “Preservation and Regeneration via Hai Pai Culture Renaissance — A Case Study of
TianZiFang Creative Quarter in Shanghai,” in Procedings of the 4th international conference of the international forum on
urbanism (Amsterdam: Delft, 2009), 289–300; Geng Cui and Liu Qiming, “Regional market segments of China: oppor-
tunities and barriers in a big emerging market,” Journal of ConsumerMarketing, vol. 17, n. 1 (2000): 55–72.
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Figure 13: Within the city centre, marketing materials can be seen (the left picture) everywhere and near to the
main venues for SHFW, like XinTianDi, the public is able to see eye-catching instruction boards telling them how

to get to the main venues, ©Wang, 2017

Western fashions63 (Tsui, 2009; Lindgren, 2013). In general, it is too simplistic to identify “Haipai” as
representing the culture of either SHFWor the city of Shanghai as a fashion capital. Although Shanghai
has endeavoured to become the world’s sixth fashion centre, alongside London, Paris, New York,Milan
and Tokyo, it has yet to form its own fashion and cultural identity.

… From an ideological point of view, from the authorities’ perspectives, the culture of a city
is simple to understand. We have always said that Shanghai has its own culture — Haipai
culture. Shanghai’s culture is actually contradictory and complex. In the process of con-
structing Shanghai’s own culture, what role does the fashion week play? Is it demonstrat-
ing amature systemof constructing an iconic event in the city? Or disseminating an elegant
fashion sense? Or stressing the unique lifestyle in Shanghai? Or presenting the sustainable
development of Shanghai in the future? Can you accurately clarify the function and pur-
pose of SHFW? If you cannot, it means that there are still improvements that can be made
… From a cultural point of view, Shanghai is a cultural integration after the opening based
on Jiangnan District,64 including Suzhou, and uses Suzhou cultural circle65 as a cultural

63. Cf. Tsui, China fashion; Lindgren, Fashion in Shanghai.
64. Jiangnan or Jiang Nan (Chinese: 江南; pinyin: Jiāngnán) is a geographic area in China referring to lands immediately to

the south of the lower reaches of the Yangtze River, including the southern part of its delta. The region encompasses the
city of Shanghai, the southern part of Jiangsu Province, the southeastern part of Anhui Province, the northern part of
Jiangxi Province and the northern part of Zhejiang Province. The most important cities in the area are Shanghai, Anqing,
Changzhou, Hangzhou, Nanjing, Ningbo, Shaoxing, Suzhou, Wuxi, Wenzhou and Zhenjiang.

65. Suzhou “is the birthplace of the flourishingWuCulture which has had immense influence in the regions embracing Taihu
Lake, west of Shanghai, southeast ofNanjing, northwest of Zhejiang and south of Yangzhou andHuaiyin. As one vital part
of the Chinese traditional civilization, the Wu Culture has a long history which may be traced back to 10,000 years ago.
However, just about 2,000 years ago, this culture had a surge of development. At first, theWuCulture mainly adopted the
essence of the central Chinese civilization. Until the middle of the Ming Dynasty (1368–1644), more and more overseas
civilizations were absorbed by the Wu Culture, and then introduced into central China. Coming after the Qing Dynasty
(1644–1911), Suzhou City was one of the most prosperous Chinese cities, both in agricultural production and domestic
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background. Even if the SHFW looksWestern in form, basically, the feature of the pursuit
of Chinese culture still exist.66

This is also seen in the formation of SHFW’s cultural identity for two reasons. One is that forming a
design or cultural identity typically requires a long-term development of at least ten to twenty years,67
which the SHFW is too young to achieve. The other reason is that the Chinese fashion industry system
is immature, resulting in a shortage of industry professionalswho are able to underpin any formof stable
cultural identity.

Conclusions

From a general perspective, in the field of fashion weeks, the “materialisation” of the cultural product,
seen through fashion shows, is critical in revealing the industry’s production processes and intercon-
nections with the fashion field of the host city on both the cultural and industrial levels. Connecting
with the local creative clusters is important for SHFW in building up an interactive and dynamic in-
frastructure or ecosystem within the domestic fashion culture. Distinguishing itself from the conven-
tional and legitimate “Big Four” fashion weeks, Shanghai Fashion Week is seen as an intertwining of a
core professional fashion week and a mass carnival event. Shanghai Fashion Week is also systematically
and culturally nurtured by London FashionWeek and Paris FashionWeek. The organisers of Shanghai
FashionWeek have successfully made this cultural event benefit the public via a series of actions, such as
adding to the number of activities that are open to the public and collaborating with local universities
and industry institutions to broaden its influence. This has created a research collaboration between the
industry and universities to trigger significant developments in the global fashion ecosystem, which ben-
efit SHFW in enhancing its interconnections with other parts of the local industry, rather than merely
being an independent fashion and cultural event that only seeks global recognition.

Under increasingly fierce competition in the global fashion week system in which there has been a surge
in the number of international fashion weeks that have spread out into the global fashion system, it
is not easy for an emerging fashion week to identify a precise cultural or commercial target or estab-
lish a proper position within the world’s fashion system. Becoming noticeable as a fashion week in the
global fashion system is more difficult than ever, not only requiring the event’s emphasis on a variety
of exemplary design capabilities but also strong economic and political power to support the industry.
SHFW is a paradigm of this as it has obtained merits as an emerging fashion week and has made Shang-
hai one of the most noticeable fashion cities as an emerging city or the sixth world fashion city after
Paris, New York, Milan, London and Tokyo.68 Under the structural imbrication of art with capitalism
in the global industry, together with the drive of the socialist ideology of “the public ownership of the
means of production” in China, SHFW is now showing discrete cultural characteristics, managing to
absorb as much knowledge as it can from the legitimate fashion week systemwhile combining this with
the domestic industry context.

As SHFWhas been established in a socialist country, it has become amajor cultural event that is directed
by the ideology of collectivism. This ideology means that SHFW’s engagement with both the general
public and professional insiders is a unique cultural characteristic that distinguishes SHFW from PFW
and LFW. A carnivalesque atmosphere has gradually formed with the expansion of SHFW in terms

and foreign trade. Therefore, it is no wonder that Suzhou is one of the cities where the earliest bud of capitalism in China
appeared. The historic WuCulture has left Suzhou City with a series of attractive heritages, including the classical gardens
and water townships, the melodic rhythm of Kun Opera and Ping Tan (Suzhou ballad), the Wumen Fine Arts School,
the Suzhou handcrafts and the Jiangsu Cuisine. Each of them can reflect the locals’ essential character-exquisite, mild and
smart.” (Travel China Guide, 2018)

66. Cf. Bian, “Fashion culture, system in China, and history of SHFW.”

67. Cf. Crane, “Globalization, organizational size, and innovation in the French luxury fashion industry,” 393–414; Eugenia
Paulicelli and Hazel Clark, The fabric of cultures: Fashion, identity, and globalization (London: Routledge, 2009).

68. See Christopher Breward and David Gilbert (eds.), Fashion’s world cities (London: Berg, 2006).
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of both its scale and the number of participants. The traditional temporal and spatial hierarchies cre-
ated in fashion weeks have been reconfigured, transforming from highly disordered at the beginning of
SHFW’s existence to gradually becoming clarified. Compared to PFW and LFW, maturing in its op-
erational system and having significantly different organisational and cultural characteristics to PFW
and LFW, the multi-culturalism of SHFW enriches and adds more cultural layers to the fashion week.
However, it also weakens its uniqueness and recognisable features in the global fashion ecosystem as it
does not have a central focus, whether this is culture or commerce. Adding this to the fact that it is not
exclusive to industry professionals, SHFW is becoming a cosmopolitan entertainment event, rather than
a professional fashion week, whichmay addmore difficulty in it gaining a high-profile status among the
professionals within the industry.

The connection between the industry infrastructure and the inner operating of the ecosystem is “key in
the Western cultural industries understanding the way innovations take place.”69 As an industry with
a global infrastructure, as well as the fact that the construction of China’s fashion weeks has followed
internationally recognised structures and patterns, the connection between industry infrastructure and
inner laws of the ecosystem is also critical to understand China’s cultural and fashion industries within
which innovations take place. Only by conveying Chinese cultural characteristics, enabling the fash-
ion week as a cultural mechanism to gather the strength of Chinese fashion and creating a mechanism
for leading the aesthetic standards of Chinese fashion culture can China obtain and upgrade its global
recognition.

69. See Xin Gu, “ ‘Creative Economy’ in China, a case study in Shanghai’s fashion industries,” in Fashion in multiple chinas:
Chinese styles in the transglobal landscape, eds. Wessie Ling and Simona Segre Reinach (London: I.B. TAURIS, 2018),
94–119.
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